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The story of EdmontonEats continues to be written through individual and collective energy
and kindness, while celebrating the talents of everyone in the community. We hope it can be
a living example of how thinking globally and acting locally can work to make a better city,
and world—community by community. You may be inspired to adopt a similar approach in
your neighbourhood or city in order to develop your own social enterprise or community-
building initiative.

Sharing food, cultural diversity, and wealth

The Hill We Climb by Amanda Gorman 
(January 20, 2021)

Where people see possibilities and are energized to make a difference, we can create a world
where diversity is celebrated and social justice prevails. EdmontonEats presents one model
of community-building that can be replicated to create inclusive and welcoming
communities where all members thrive. We invite you to try it in your neighbourhood or city.

 
…For there is always light, if only we’re brave enough to see it.

If only we’re brave enough to be it. 
 

This is a story of how an Edmonton, Alberta community has adopted a social enterprise
approach to build an inclusive multicultural neighbourhood where people connect and
prosper. This account chronicles the intentional actions of the individuals, families,
businesses, community leagues, and other organizations who have come together to support
the creation of EdmontonEats. All of these partners enthusiastically support the goals of
this social enterprise, which are to create cultural awareness, connections, and opportunities
to taste amazing food from around the world (the social aspect of social enterprise), while
generating economic prosperity for newcomers to Canada through a unique revenue stream
(the enterprise part of social enterprise). Ultimately, EdmontonEats is about sharing gifts,
building community, addressing poverty, and having fun.

BACKGROUND
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Maureen Murphy Black

Having the opportunity to share cultural rituals, food, and hopes
for the future has deepened my understanding of the joy and

complexity of becoming part of a new country.

Maureen Murphy Black, founder of EdmontonEats. (Photograph by
Miguel Jimenez/BILD Photography)

 

Through that initiative, Maureen met lots of new neighbours, developed friendships, and
learned things she did not know about her community and the people who live in it. She
was inspired by the strength and resilience of individuals from around the world who have
taken unique paths to their Edmonton home.

From these experiences, Maureen developed an idea. Combining her interests in learning
about new cultures, hearing peoples’ stories, and building welcoming communities, Maureen
leveraged the keen support of neighbours, friends, businesses, and community partners to
create EdmontonEats. Maureen quickly formed an advisory team comprised of the people
needed to make this enterprise a success: those with strong connections to the community
and to the food industry, as well as experts in social enterprise.

Like many great initiatives,
EdmontonEats started with one
person creating a spark that
inspired other people who want
to make a difference in the world
to take action. 

Maureen Murphy Black, the
founder of EdmontonEats, has
been a community builder all of
her adult life. She became
involved in Communities United,
a collective of individuals and
organizations committed to
ending poverty in �ve Northeast
Edmonton neighbourhoods. 
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BEGINNINGS
Individual Action –
Maureen Murphy Black

https://www.endpovertyedmonton.ca/posts/initiative-communitiesunited


Abundant Community Edmonton is a grassroots initiative fostering
neighbour to neighbour relationships. The goal—to cultivate a

culture of care and connection, increase the sense of belonging
and inclusion, and ultimately create a more healthy and livable city

—one block at a time.

The City of Edmonton

One of Bannerman Community League’s projects is called Bannerman in Action - a day of
doin' good in the hood. It was conceived in an attempt to bring neighbours together by
introducing those who needed some assistance to neighbours who wanted to lend a helping
hand. The 2019 event was a great success, identifying 21 neighbours who wanted to meet
those in their community who have speci�c skills and talents, and linking them to 80
volunteers who responded to the call. In 2020, Bannerman Community League also
introduced a sustainable neighbourhood project, in which volunteers built vegetable garden
boxes that were delivered to people living in the community to put on their balconies, front
deck, or front yards. 
 
Jehad Elabri, one of the newcomer hosts for the �rst EdmontonEats event, chose Bannerman
Community as his home when he moved to Edmonton. After many years of re�ection and
planning, Jehad was thrilled to be in Canada, ready to contribute to his new country and
create a wonderful future for his family. His �rst task was to �nd a place to rent. The size of
his family, his lack of permanent employment, and his developing English language skills
made this a challenge. Jehad said he knew he had found the right neighbourhood when he
walked down the street and people said good morning or smiled and nodded to him. It
made him feel welcome and safe.

Community Action – Bannerman Community League

In addition to Maureen’s individual initiative, a key part of the creation of EdmontonEats
was the support and assistance of a number of community partners, including Bannerman
Community League. As a new organization, EdmontonEats was looking for assistance with
the administrative aspects of its operations. Speci�cally, EdmontonEats needed a partner to
act as a �nancial agent to receive and disperse funds. Maureen approached many
organizations, but none were able to see how they could assist. Bannerman Community
League stepped up to act as �scal agent as it strongly believed in and supported the goals
of EdmontonEats. 
 
Bannerman Community League is also part of Abundant Community Edmonton, and it
epitomizes the goals of the initiative. 
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Bannerman Community League, as a home to many of the cultural host families, has been
integral to the success of EdmontonEats, including through its enthusiastic support of all of
the EdmontonEats events.

EDMONTONEATS EVENTS
The work of EdmontonEats is achieved through its many events, which are developed in
partnership with newcomers to Canada who act as the cultural hosts. The hosts provide
presentations and information about their culture, along with wonderful food and recipes to
the guests who purchase tickets. A portion of the proceeds from the events goes directly to
the cultural hosts. In addition, EdmontonEats intentionally supports local businesses,
particularly those operated by newcomers, by hiring them to provide goods and services for
EdmontonEats events.
 
As we explore EdmontonEats’ events, the critical engagement of community leaders in the
success of this social enterprise becomes clear.

The City of Edmonton. (Photograph by Miguel Jimenez/BILD Photography)
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As is evident from the name chosen by Maureen for the social enterprise, food is an integral
part of EdmontonEats. Therefore, it is no question that the partnership with the Northern
Alberta Institute of Technology (NAIT) has been critical to EdmontonEats’ success.

This partnership began when David Ball, president of Bannerman Community League,
happened to share the story of EdmontonEats with Perry Michetti, Operations Manager of
NAIT’s Culinary Arts and Professional Food Studies program. Perry reached out to Maureen,
and the partnership with NAIT’s Culinary Arts program was born. Perry provided access to
NAIT’s state of the art kitchens and offered to have the Culinary Arts program’s chef, Kelly
Hobbs Bruzzese, and students work with EdmontonEats to prepare the food for their �rst
event, A Taste of Libya. NAIT also provided a venue for the event, the well-known and
respected Ernest's Dining Room of the Hokanson Centre for Culinary Arts.

Ernest’s Dining Room at NAIT’s Hokanson Centre for the Culinary Arts.
(Photograph by Ela Sakotic)

A Taste of Libya
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Afaf Bayoud became the �rst host of an EdmontonEats event. She, along with her husband,
Jehad, and their four young children, made their way to Canada from Libya in 2014. They
became Canadian citizens in 2019. Afaf became involved with EdmontonEats so that she
could be more connected with her neighbourhood and get involved in her community.

Afaf Bayoud preparing to act as cultural host for EdmontonEats’ �rst event, A Taste of Libya. (Photograph by Mary
Harrison)

Afaf worked with the NAIT chefs and students to teach them how to make the dishes and
made sure her family recipes were authentically presented.

In Libya, making a thoughtful, elaborate meal for guests of honour
is an act of great respect. I wanted to honour our guests by

creating an authentic menu, something you wouldn’t �nd in North
America. I was pleased to be asked to share the culture and foods
of my native country with other Canadians, so we can all become

more enriched.

Afaf Bayoud
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Kelly Hobbs Bruzzese, chef and instructor at NAIT’s Culinary Arts program, with Afaf Bayoud, cultural host for A
Taste of Libya. (Photograph by Mary Harrison)

Jehad, Afaf’s husband, provided diners with a presentation on Libyan culture and their
inspiration for the food they offered. He called it his “little picture of home.” Together, the
Elabris put together an experience that was truly A Taste of Libya. 

Flavours of Somalia

The second EdmontonEats event, Flavours of Somalia, was hosted by Jamila Osman, Mulki
Ali, Nadifa Omar, and Maryam Hussein, whose experiences re�ect the journey of many of the
Somali people who have made Edmonton their home over the past 35 years. When they
heard that EdmontonEats was being created as a way to share cultures and food, and to
provide an economic opportunity for the cultural hosts, they wanted to help each other and
be a part of it. They believe it is important that people learn about each other’s cultures and
that this knowledge makes a positive difference in our communities.  

When it comes to sharing food and stories, the Somali people are very generous.  Jamila,
Mulki, Nadifa and Maryam say that Somalia is a country where welcoming people to their
homes is a way of life, and they wished to share this hospitality through Flavours of Somalia.
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NAIT student chef (now Baking and Pastry Arts Diploma graduate) Lucas Gunch works with cultural host Maryam
Hussein to prepare dishes for Flavours of Somalia. (Photograph by Miguel Jimenez/BILD Photography)

By the second event, the success of
EdmontonEats meant that it was �nancially able
to hire a part-time coordinator to assist with
events and operations. Like EdmontonEats’
partnership with NAIT, Maureen’s community
networks were in�uential in connecting her with
the perfect person for this role: Cindy
Lazarenko. 

Cindy, a well-known and respected chef, has
been the owner, chef, and manager of an
independent restaurant and multiple catering
businesses for over 15 years. Her ventures include
the award-winning Culina Highlands Restaurant
and Culina Restaurants and Catering.

When Maureen approached Cindy about getting
involved in EdmontonEats, Cindy was looking
for a new direction for her talents and
EdmontonEats was a perfect �t.

Chef Cindy Lazarenko and cultural host Jamila
Osman discuss recipes for Flavours of Somalia.
(Miguel Jimenez/BILD Photography)
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Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic prevented Flavours of Somalia from being held in-
person at NAIT.  However, EdmontonEats was not deterred, and Cindy was there to jump
right in. The South Clareview Community League provided access to their commercial
kitchen, and Cindy oversaw the food preparation by the hosts from Somalia according to
their traditional recipes and the wisdom of generations of family cooks. The Flavours of
Somalia meals were delivered to the homes of people who had bought tickets for the in-
person event.

A Flavours of Somalia meal delivery. (Photograph by Suzanne Dennis)

The opportunity for hosts to share their culture with the event’s guests is just as important
to the goals of EdmontonEats as the sharing of food. Because this could not be done in a
face-to-face format for this event, EdmontonEats provided links to songs from Somalia that
could be played in the background while guests ate at home. EdmontonEats also provided a
link to a video presentation that included scenes of the cultural hosts working with chefs
and students of the NAIT Culinary Arts program, as well as a presentation by Omar Farah, a
young man from Somalia, re�ecting on his culture.        
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Holiday Cultural Box Event

In December 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic continued to impact the way in which
EdmontonEats carried out its events. The third event, the Holiday Cultural Box, was
EdmontonEats’ response to the need to remain physically distant while still sharing the
foods and culture of people from around the world. Instead of delivering a pre-made meal
like for Flavours of Somalia, this time, the boxes contained food items to guide the recipients
in making the hosts’ recipes themselves.

EdmontonEats’ Holiday Cultural Box. (Photograph by Miguel Jimenez/BILD Photography)

NAIT �rst year Baking and Pastry Arts students also participated in the EdmontonEats
Holiday Cultural Box event. As part of their learning journey, the students researched and
prepared cookies from their cultural roots. The cookies were then sold through
EdmontonEats. As Kelly Hobbs Bruzzese, chef and instructor in the program, notes, “[the]
students in our program are wonderful humans who are excited to get involved and give
back to the community”.
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IMPACTS
Organizations of all kinds are interested in learning about the impact of their services and
initiatives. It is important for social enterprises to measure their impacts as evidence that
they are bene�tting the community while meeting their social and �nancial aims.

EdmontonEats' Intended Impacts

At its inception, EdmontonEats developed a set of intended outcomes for cultural hosts,
event guests, and the broader community.

Impacts on Guests

Impacts on Cultural Hosts and their Families
Short term
Hosts will boost their household income and feel proud to have their individual stories and
cultural identities celebrated at the event.
 
Long term
Hosts will report that they are more connected with their communities, including through
increased economic opportunities and involvement in community leadership.

Short term
Guests will gain cultural awareness of the home countries of the people who are a vibrant
part of Edmonton’s diverse communities.
 
Medium term
Guests will take action in their neighbourhoods and share their newly gained knowledge
with their networks, helping to break stereotypes around different cultures.

Short term
Collaborative partnerships will be built among individuals, businesses and agencies, and
products will be sourced locally.
 
Medium term
As a sustainable social enterprise, EdmontonEats will bene�t people through direct
income and job opportunities, while developing deeper social connections in
multicultural neighbourhoods.

Impacts on Local Community
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Measuring Impacts

Feedback Related to EdmontonEats’ Impacts

Cultural Hosts

Individual interviews with cultural hosts have identi�ed that they have had excellent
experiences with EdmontonEats. They felt that they got to know people in the community
and had an opportunity to let people know about their culture:

 

86% of the hosts indicated they were able to present their culture the way they
wanted.
100% of the hosts indicated that they were shown respect by EdmontonEats
throughout the process.
100% of the hosts indicated that people attending the event seemed interested in
learning about their culture.
86% of the hosts indicated that they met new people and have kept in contact
with them since the event.

 
Guests

A Taste of Libya - Quotes from surveys:

Almost like taking a mini-vacation!

Not only did I get to sample many tasty dishes, I also learned a lot about
Libyan culture and traditions.

I loved being able to meet new people while sharing food together.

EdmontonEats’ approach to measuring impacts is grounded in data humanism, which,
according to Acumen (a philanthropic funded non-pro�t), suggests that people should be
active participants, rather than passive subjects, in data collection and in how the data is
used.
 
In addition to electronic surveys of guests and hosts, EdmontonEats seeks detailed feedback
from cultural hosts through individual meetings and focus groups.  This feedback allows
participants to connect with others and tell their story, and also supports EdmontonEats’
goals of building relationships and creating social capital.

A lovely evening out to enjoy culture, community and �ne food.
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Flavours of Somalia - What guests enjoyed: 

Holiday Cultural Box - Quotes from emails and surveys:

Just wanted to let you know that tonight I made the Chicken with
Pasta Imbakbaka recipe and it was fantastic! We all enjoyed the

spice and different �avors.
 

This was such a beautiful gift. Tonight I made the falafels and
Jozette and I agree it is the best we have ever tasted.

 
I was thinking about which of the 3 EdmontonEats ideas I liked the
best. They were all great! I loved the �rst one of getting to socialize
with people but this box actually has me making the recipes, rather

than just trying the food.
 

Mark’s favourite was the chicken curry. I loved the Imbakbaka!  We
shared the cake (COVID appropriately) with our adult kids.

Everyone enjoyed it. Thank you for sharing your delicious recipes
and giving us an opportunity to expand our food horizons.

The cultural experience of enjoying food originating from another
country.

 
The attention to detail - the videos, the playlist, the �owers, the

inserts, the food... so thoughtful a way for me to experience a bit
of Somalia culture, albeit at home.

 
I am enjoying the exposure to different cultures, the Flavours of

Somalia was not the same as the previous EdmontonEats but
because of COVID restrictions they are making the best of a

situation. 
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NAIT Chef and Students

NAIT baking and pastry arts instructor Kelly Hobbs Bruzzese, who worked with students and
cultural host families on a test run for EdmontonEats, told the Edmonton Journal “[w]e have
a very diverse group of students, and one of the mission statements they came up with was
to build meaningful community, so this was perfect for us."
 

Student chef Hizaarah Rossenally and Mulki Ali, one of the cultural hosts of Flavours of Somalia, work together
to make the dishes for the event. (Photograph by Miguel Jimenez/BILD Photography)

“It means a lot to me to bring cultures together to share food,” said NAIT Culinary Team
member Hizaarah Rossenally, a pastry chef and baking apprentice who is originally from
Mauritius. “Listening to Mulki [one of the hosts of Flavours of Somalia] talk about the
importance of food takes me back to my own childhood days and the way my own mother
likes to cook.”

Boosting Household Income - October 2019 to December 2020

Another outcome of EdmontonEats’ initiatives is respectful pro�t sharing with the cultural
hosts.
 
In the past 15 months, EdmontonEats has created a total of $22510 in revenue for newcomer
hosts and contractors through their culinary events.
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EdmontonEats distributed $9250 among families who shared their culinary and cultural
expertise through the three culinary events to date. EdmontonEats also contracted with a
number of newcomer entrepreneurs to support these events. These entrepreneurs supplied
various products for box recipients, provided photography and �orist services, and delivered
the meals for the Holiday Cultural Box event.  This resulted in a total revenue to those small
businesses of $7960. 
 
Newcomer businesses also received exposure in many ways through their involvement with
EdmontonEats. An article by Explore Edmonton provided recognition of many of the
businesses and their products, along with the EdmontonEats events. The exposure
experienced through EdmontonEats resulted in a further documented revenue stream of
$5300 for these newcomer businesses and entrepreneurs.

Building Awareness through Community In�uencers

In addition to the other outcomes of EdmontonEats’ initiatives, the relationship between
hosts and guests is helping to build awareness of EdmontonEats’ mission.  Questionnaires
sent out to hosts and guests following the events indicated the following: 

100% of hosts indicated they would encourage other families to become involved with
EdmontonEats.

81.6% of the guests indicated they would invite friends and colleagues to purchase
tickets for events.

 
The hosts and guests are key in�uencers for spreading the word for the social
enterprise. Narrative and quantitative data from the �rst 18 months of EdmontonEats’
operations indicates that there is potential for the culinary events to create cultural
awareness and longer term connections between the hosts and attendees. This data
supports the need to continue the initiative and the collection of data to determine if this
positive trend continues. 
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The People Who Make the World a Better Place

At some point in their life, a person may say “I want to make the world a better place.” This
is what causes such people to volunteer for or participate in a community change initiative.
 
EdmontonEats owes its success to many individuals who want to make a positive difference
in their community. These include the community liaisons, who link cultural host families to
EdmontonEats; the advisory team, who provides expertise and connections; as well as web
designers, lawyers, and many others, who all give the gifts of their head, heart, and hands to
make EdmontonEats a success.
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As the story of EdmontonEats demonstrates, this concept has garnered great excitement
and engagement from local community members, businesses, and organizations—and it all
started with a spark from one individual.
 
However, what this story makes equally clear is that the success of a community building
initiative does not depend on one person alone. Instead, there are a number of building
blocks of vibrant and diverse communities. The graphic below represents some of the
building blocks of EdmontonEats, including the cultural hosts, community partners, business
partners, local entrepreneurs, and people who want to make a difference in the world. They
all play an integral part in the success of EdmontonEats and contribute to its broader
impacts.

BUILDING BLOCKS OF COMMUNITY

https://edmontoneatsyeg.ca/who-we-are/our-team/?v=3e8d115eb4b3


If you are wondering about how to make a difference in your community, consider this poem,
written by Edwin Osgood Grover in 1909:

I am only one,
But still I am one.

I cannot do everything,
But still I can do something;

And because I cannot do everything,
I will not refuse to do the something that I can do.

If you’re not sure what you can do to help others, consider what “the something that you can
do” is. (Adapated from Waterford.org)

Cultural Hosts

Cultural host families form the foundation of EdmontonEats. Now living in North Edmonton,
the hosts have come from Libya, Somalia, Bangladesh, Syria, and Mexico. EdmontonEats
provides an opportunity for cultural host families to connect with others through the
celebration of food, culture, and community, while gaining economic and social capital
opportunities.

Business Partners

EdmontonEats owes its success to the contributions of many business leaders. Local
businesses support EdmontonEats by supplying goods and services for free or at reduced
rates. Businesses that support EdmontonEats include grocery stores, local restaurants, and
design and public relations �rms.

Community Partners

Community leagues also play a big role in the EdmontonEats story. Bannerman Community
League was critical to the early success of EdmontonEats, as it provided much needed
administrative services. It continues to act as a partner in marketing the project and
supporting events. Other community leagues offered support by providing access to their
commercial kitchen and offering a location to assemble the Holiday Cultural Boxes.
 
NAIT, a postsecondary institution, provided the assistance of their chefs and student chefs,
as well as access to kitchens and a venue for the �rst EdmontonEats event. Postsecondary
institutions, like NAIT, can play a critical role in community-building as they can provide an
organization with expertise, while helping to shape the leaders of the future.
 
Many community organizations whose mandates include poverty reduction and supporting
newcomers also provided support by contributing in kind, as well as �nancially, to
EdmontonEats.
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Local Entrepreneurs

EdmontonEats is also committed to using the talents of local entrepreneurs to further its
initiatives, especially entrepreneurs who have immigrated to Canada. There are a number of
reasons EdmontonEats supports local entrepreneurs. When you support a locally-owned
business, more money is kept in the community. In addition to providing this economic
stimulus, supporting local entrepreneurs provides them the opportunity to contribute to the
unique character of their communities. (Adapted from The Local Good)

Going local does not mean walling off the outside world. It [m]eans
nurturing locally owned businesses which use local resources
sustainably, employ local workers at decent wages and serve

primarily local consumers.

Michael H. Shuman, author of Going Local

EdmontonEats’ local entrepreneur partners have achieved success in Edmonton and have
also contributed to the success of EdmontonEats.

CONCEPTUAL UNDERPINNINGS
While EdmontonEats developed organically, there are a number of conceptual underpinnings
that guide this social enterprise. The founder, Maureen Murphy Black, and the advisory team
implement EdmontonEats events and initiatives with these ideas �rmly in mind.

Social Enterprise

Innoweave (an initiative that uses social
innovation tools to support community
organizations)  describes three different types
of social enterprise:

employment-based (where the social
enterprise meets an employment need
not met by traditional business models),
mission-based (where the social
enterprise promotes a speci�c
environmental, social, or cultural
mission), and
pro�t-based (where the social enterprise
contributes to the �nancial
sustainability of the organization).

Social enterprise
is "an ongoing venture created

with the primary goal of
achieving an environmental,
social or cultural mission by

selling products and/or services
within its operation".

(Innoweave)
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EdmontonEats is a perfect example of all three types of social enterprise. For instance,
EdmontonEats includes an employment focus by pro�t-sharing with the cultural hosts, who
are often excluded from the traditional job market. It was important to EdmontonEats to
respect the gifts and talents of the hosts and to have a digni�ed means of wealth transfer. 
 
EdmontonEats also promotes a mission that is social and cultural in nature, like other
mission-based social enterprises. EdmontonEats events help build social capital for the
participants through the relationships that are developed through the events. These have
often been longstanding relationships of bene�t to all parties. 

Social capital is the bene�ts derived from sociability. Social capital
can be described most simply as the aspects of social context (the
“social” bit) that have productive bene�ts (the “capital” bit). Social
capital arises from the human capacity to consider others, to think

and act generously and cooperatively. It relates to social
relationships and social structures. It involves people knowing each

other and having positive relationships based on trust, respect,
kindness, and reciprocity. It involves supportive social structures

that encourage prosocial actions and discourage exploitive
behaviours.

Social Capital Research & Training

Finally, like other pro�t-based social enterprises, a key factor of importance to
EdmontonEats is to be �nancially self-suf�cient, which alleviates the dependence on
external grants and contracts. While EdmontonEats does receive some grant funding, its
goal is to be self-sustaining through its initiatives and events.

Asset Based Community Development (ABCD)

EdmontonEats is a strong example of community development based on the principles of
ABCD. John McKnight, coauthor of The Abundant Community: Awakening the Power of
Families and Neighborhoods  and cofounder of The Asset-Based Community Development
Institute, describes a worldwide movement made up of people with an inspiring vision of
abundance in their local communities. 

These visionaries understand the profound bene�ts of inclusive and welcoming
communities. They also understand that it is within community that we bring our gifts
together and they become ampli�ed, productive, and celebrated. They take personal action
and inspire others to do the same. 

These people make it clear that one individual spark can inspire many others to collective
action, creating abundant communities where people believe that the gifts of the
community members are endless. (Adapted from John McKnight)
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Abundant Communities Edmonton

The City of Edmonton has adopted the concept of Abundant Communities as a way to
strengthen communities and neighbourhoods. EdmontonEats shares these beliefs and
values. 

In Abundant Communities, neighbours are connected at the block
level and in the larger community. Together they form strong,

caring and supportive blocks and neighbourhoods where people
look out for one another, share their talents, skills, and resources
with one another, recreate together, and collectively create the
neighbourhoods they desire. The intent is to reinvigorate the

village in our imaginations and in city neighbourhoods.

The City of Edmonton

Lean Data Approach to Measuring Impacts

Another important conceptual underpinning of EdmontonEats is ensuring that the impact of
initiatives and events can be tangibly measured.
 
EdmontonEats chose to use a Lean Data approach to measure the impact of its initiatives.
Lean Data, developed by Acumen, was initially created to address the unique challenges of
collecting impact data in social enterprises. The Lean Data approach is grounded in
data humanism, which incorporates three main principles. 

The �rst principle of data humanism is that one should be respectful of the person being
asked to share their data, because the data is that person’s personal experiences. It is a
“bottom-up” approach that nurtures the habit of listening to participants in order to obtain
useful and actionable discoveries.
 
The second principle is that low-cost technologies that favour speed and ef�ciency should
be used for data collection, while retaining rigor. An example of this type of technology
would be collecting data over text message. Acumen refers to this approach as “light-touch”,
as it uses low-cost tools and technologies that require a minimal investment of time and
money on the part of the social enterprise. 
 
The �nal principle of data humanism suggests that data collection should be decision driven
and therefore should be collected in ways to rapidly inform decision-making.
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Acumen: https://acumen.org/lean-data/

Bannerman Community League: http://bannermanleague.weebly.com/

City of Edmonton, Abundant Community Edmonton: 

 
https://www.edmonton.ca/programs_services/for_communities/abundant-community-
edmonton.aspx

City of Edmonton,Abundant Community Edmonton Resource Guide (Edition 3):  
https://www.edmonton.ca/programs_services/documents/ACE-
ResourceGuideNeighbourhoodLeadership.pdf

EdmontonEats: https://edmontoneatsyeg.ca/

 Innoweave: https://innoweave.ca/streams/social-enterprise/
 
NAIT Culinary Arts and Professional Food Department:
https://www.nait.ca/nait/schools-programs/school-of-skilled-trades/department-of-
culinary-arts-and-professional-food
 
Local Good: https://thelocalgood.ca/top-10-reasons-to-shop-local/

McKnight, John:
https://www.abundantcommunity.com/resources/community-capacities-community-
necessities/
 
Murray, T. (2020, March). Food Notes: Postponed Flavours of Somalia event bridges cultures;
Boxer coming to Crawford Building. The Edmonton Journal:
https://edmontonjournal.com/life/food/food-notes-postponed-�avours-of-somalia-event-
bridges-cultures-boxer-coming-to-crawford-building

Social Capital Research & Training:
https://www.socialcapitalresearch.com/guide-to-social-capital-the-concept-theory-and-its-
research/

Waterford.org: https://www.waterford.org/education/how-to-change-the-world/
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